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Typographic Design III 

FINE TUNING TYPE
OpenType enhancementsNew in InDesign CC (November 2016)

With this release of InDesign, OpenType properties are now more discoverable. When selecting text 
or a text frame, you can click a badge that contextually displays the OpenType properties applicable 
to the selected text. Additionally, you can now preview how a particular OpenType property looks. If 
mixed fonts are present in the selection, then OpenType properties for all the fonts is displayed.

In-context menu for text frame selection
Apply OpenType properties to more than just one character. Now, when you select a text frame or 
text in a text frame, InDesign identifi es the applicable OpenType properties for the selected text and 
provides an option to apply them.
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For more information, see Using fonts: https://helpx.adobe.com/indesign/using/using-fonts.html#apply_
opentype_font_attributes

In-context support for Ordinals and Ligatures
The support for in-context menu, which was earlier available for Alternates and Fractions, is now 
extended to Ordinals and Ligatures (discretionary/standard). So now, when you select 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 
and so on, InDesign automatically suggests applying the Ordinal property to it. The ordinals are 
restricted to the English ordinals as of now.

Also, if you select ‘st’ from the word Start and a discretionary ligature exists for the characters, In-
Design suggests that you apply that property. The same is applicable for standard ligatures.
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For more information, see Using fonts and 
Format characters: https://helpx.adobe.com/indesign/using/formatting-characters.html#apply_ligatures_
to_letter_pairs

Stylistic sets
OpenType fonts usually have stylistic sets in them. InDesign displays these stylistic sets as Set 1, 
Set 2, and so on. It may be hard to fi gure out from the name what kind of stylistic set this may be. 
With this feature, the name of the stylistic set is used and is shown at various places in InDesign 
wherever they are referenced.


